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LIFE SKETCHES BY ARTIST WHO SENSES SPIRIT THE DAY
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station waiting showing
pinds of patriotism.
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In the " I room two

"Say. where do you get that stuff, that's
what 1 want to know?' Millie, the switch-
board girl at the apartment house, has jult
been called up by the rumor fiend, who
wants to know if it is true that the Kaiser and
the Crown Prince were hit on the head by
German aeroplanes which tried to lard in
front of the palace at Potsdam.
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to couple of in downtown table who are convincing each other that non-resistan-

is the most beautiful thing on earth besides visiting the draft, board and waiving the deferred classification..
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"I thought you might draw a fat German." sticking well out in front
with one of our boys about to bayonet him. and catt it pushing bach
the enemy's front. Oh. you artists can do so much good in the war!'
Wicks, the popular joke artist, being given a perfectly splendid idea
tor a war cartoon,
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The self-conscio-us Mr. Cobbe. who has been
rejected by his draft board, begins to fum-
ble around in his coat for a classification card
whenever a policeman comes in sight
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Bennie the carpenter, whose main objection to our going into the war is that nobody.asked his advice. Hera he is,
ihird from the left, trying to escapethe contagionof a military band,


